Handy Fire Alarm Levels
Most buildings commercial or not for profit require a fire alarm fitted for identification of a fire and safety
of staff and the building. However, there are instances when they are just not required, for example a
small office with low fire risks and all areas can be seen by staff occupying the site. A fire would be visible
quickly and either attempts to fight the fire or for staff make their escape quickly.
Although not legally required, it would still be sensible to always have at least battery operated smoke
detectors in all buildings where an automatic fire alarm is not required.
The current RRO – Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 details the requirement for suitable
detection and notification.
RRO 2005 - Article 13 – Fire-fighting and fire detection
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
Fire-fighting and fire detection
13. —(1) Where necessary (whether due to the features of the premises, the activity carried on there, any
hazard present or any other relevant circumstances) in order to safeguard the safety of relevant
persons, the responsible person must ensure that—
(a) the premises are, to the extent that it is appropriate, equipped with appropriate fire-fighting equipment
and with fire detectors and alarms;
So who decides if we need a fire alarm?
It should be stressed that the responsibility for determining the appropriate system category for any
automatic fire alarm does not rest with the designer/installer/servicing company of the fire alarm system,
such as a fire alarm contractor. The decision rests with the fire safety specialist / Fire Risk Assessor rather
than the fire alarm system specialist – please see Handy Fire Risk Assessors guide.
Why do we Need Fire Alarms
It is common sense really and most will know this, there are many reasons the most important two reasons
are to provide the earliest notification possible for both staff and the protection of the building. By the
earliest notification possible, staff have, at least a chance to ideally fight a fire if safe to do so, and the
remainder of the staff to safely evacuate the building for the fire service to attend site.
Will the fire alarm go straight through to the fire service?
Sadly there is a misconception that if a fire alarm sounds then this automatically sends a signal to the fire
service. In fact, only a very small percentage of alarms do this in very high risk situations, some will be
wired to go through to a monitoring centre (basically a call centre), whilst the rest will be bells only onsite,
sending no notification to anyone.

It is therefore very important to understand if you have a fire alarm system, if notification is in place and to
have plans dealing with all eventualities.
What happens if we don’t have one and we require it
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO) lays out the regulations used by the fire service to
determine the fire protection required for each premises. In cases where businesses or individuals are not
compliant with legislation the Fire Service can use the RRO to issue 21 day repair notices, close businesses
down, and even to prosecute offenders where necessary.
What types of fire alarms levels are there?
BS 5839-1 defines eight categories of system, according to whether the system is purely manual or
incorporates automatic fire detection, and, in the latter case, the purpose and extent of the automatic fire
detection.
The eight categories of system
are defined as follows:
Category M systems
Category L systems:
Category L1:
Category L2:

Category L3:

Category L4:
Category L5:
Category P systems:
Category P1:
Category P2:

These are manual systems and therefore, incorporate no automatic fire
detectors.
These are automatic fire detection systems intended for the protection of
life. They are further subdivided into the following subcategories of
system as follows:
Systems installed throughout all areas of the building.
Systems installed only in defined parts of the building, including all parts
necessary to satisfy the recommendations of the code for a Category L3
system. The additional areas protected, over and above those protected
in a Category L3 system, are those in which there is either high likelihood
of fire starting or a high risk to life if fire does start.
Systems designed to give warning of fire at an early enough stage to
enable all occupants other than, possibly those in the room of fire origin,
to escape safely, before the escape routes are impassable due to the
presence of fire, smoke or toxic gases. To satisfy this objective, other than
in the case of very short corridors, fire detectors need to be installed in all
rooms or areas that open onto the escape routes
Systems installed within those parts of the escape routes comprising
circulation areas and circulation spaces, such as corridors and stairways.
Systems in which the protected area(s) and/or the location of detectors is
designed to satisfy a specific fire safety objective (other than that of a
Category L1, L2, L3 or L4 system).
These are automatic fire detection systems intended for the protection of
property. There are then two subcategories, namely:
Systems installed throughout all areas of the building.
Systems installed only in defined parts of the building.

Servicing of your fire alarm
Fire Alarms then should be serviced every 6 months by a competent person/company. Most companies
use fire protection companies to undertake this servicing. It is recommended that servicing is completed
to BS5839 standards and your servicing company provides a certificate to confirm they are doing this.
Care should be taken when choosing a fire protection company. With any fire service or product you must
choose a ‘competent’ person or company. Failure to do so will leave you personally open to prosecution.
4. Selection of System Category
Given that purchasers and specifiers are often unable to articulate the category of system required and any
additional information that should be provided, it is of value for contractors and designers to have a good
awareness of the category of system that will commonly be appropriate. The guidance below is intended
to assist in this respect.
A Category M system is generally sufficient to satisfy the requirements of fire safety legislation in
workplaces in which no-one sleeps. In the case of premises in which people sleep, quite extensive
automatic fire detection is normally required. Generally, this will be a Category L2 or L1 system. In
premises with cellular accommodation such as hotels, there is in fact, very little difference between a
Category L2 and a Category L1 system. In a hotel or similar sleeping risk, the bedroom floors are generally
protected by a system that is effectively equivalent to a Category L3 system but additional detection is
provided throughout the premises, thereby making the system a Category L2 or Category L1 system.
5. Legislative Requirements
In virtually all new buildings, a fire alarm system will be required by building regulations. In England and
Wales, guidance on compliance with the Building Regulations 2010 is given in Approved Document B,
which subscribes to the view that automatic fire detection systems are not normally needed in nonresidential occupancies. However, Approved Document B acknowledges that, even in non-residential
occupancies, fire detection may be needed:


to compensate for some departure from the guidance elsewhere in Approved Document B (e.g.
relating to means of escape from fire)



as part of the operating system for certain fire protection systems, such automatic door releases or
smoke control systems



where a fire could break out in an unoccupied part of the premises and prejudice the means of
escape from any occupied parts of the premises



in a building with phased evacuation, in which case, a system complying, at least, with the
recommendations for Category L3 is advocated

